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This was a recent grant to Michael Beloff QC who was the 2008 Treasurer at
Lincloln’s Inn. Note the beautifully expressive way that Baz has treated the griffins.
Erratum: Apologies to those whose copies of the last issue were
despatched before the error was spotted and manually corrected. The issue
dedicated to Saint Joseph of Arimathea was No 109 and not No 10.
Intended for 16 April but not issued until August 2009
by Ralph Brocklebank, Orland, Church Avenue, Clent, Stourbridge DY9 9QS
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Two-headed Wyvern Crest of the Hon. William Henry Maule, 1839.

The College of Dracology
for the Study of Fabulous Beasts

We welcome new members Carole Hodgson and Derrick Walkden, and
sadly record the death of Peter Page, the Editor of “The Heraldry
Gazette” and a great supporter of dracology.

Roland Symons has sent his latest colourful heraldic postcard, showing the arms of
the founder Knights of the Garter in 1348. There are the twenty-four Knights plus the
King and the Prince of Wales with not a single fabulous beast between them,
however Roland points out that the badge of the Greater George shown depending
from the Chain does indeed have a little green dragon being pierced through the
mouth by a mounted Saint George. Altogether, a very handsome display.
Roland has also sent two of his drawings of badges of Naval Air Squadrons of the
Fleet Air Arm, to mark the centenary of naval aviation. The gold dragon of No 765
Squadron (no longer active) signifies the watchfulness of a long-range reconnaissance
unit, complete with its blue spear attacking from the skies. The winged golden sealion with a blue tail of No 847 Squadron (still in service, flying Lynx helicopters in
support of Royal Marine commandos) is an appropriate symbol (and see No 15).

Saint Magnus, Curate of Orkney, was martyred in 1110, and the cathedral
church in Kirkwall is dedicated to him. There was a Magnus the
Barefooted (1073-1103) who became King of Norway in 1093 and then
subdued the Orkneys and the Hebrides, but was killed in 1103 while on an
expedition to Ireland, so cannot have been the same person. The Saint’s
feast day falls on 16 April. This date is rather close to the 23rd, so we shall
not be celebrating St George separately this year. However, he is not at all
forgotten, and indeed appears in one or two places in this issue.
Baz Manning came across the Wyvern on the cover while sorting through
some old oak-framed panels at Lincoln’s Inn. It is part of a large painting
of the arms of “The Hon.ble William Henry Maule Esqr, One of the
Barons of Her Majesty’s Court of Exchequer Feby 14th 1839 and One of
the Judges of Her Majesty’s Court of the Common Pleas Nov 11th 1839” –
as it is written at the bottom of the panel. Unlike most amphisbaenid
wyverns, the second head is not shown as a small addition at the end of
the tail, but as a full-sized mirror-image of its front. Baz was particularly
impressed by the delicate pink colour of his undersides, which is not a
faded gold as one might have thought, since the gold bits retain their
splendid metallic lustre, and he wondered whether this was authentic. All
Mediaeval and Tudor Dragons and Wyverns seem to have golden
underbellies, so this one is most probably a Victorian innovation. As they
did so much to revive heraldry, and with new colorants at their disposal, it
is not surprising that they should have stretched the limits of convention.
Baz also sent in one of his own heraldic paintings from Lincoln’s Inn,
the arms of Michael Beloff QC with its Griffin crest and Griffin heads on
the shield, as seen on the back page. Our thanks and congratulations to
him.
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AN EARLY WOODCUT BY THOMAS BEWICK

Although St George’s Day does not fall until next week, this lovely little proof of a
bar-bill from the George and Dragon at Penrith is worth showing, and may in fact be
the earliest surviving piece of Thomas Bewick’s handiwork. During his lifetime he
made hundreds of bills, letterheads and bookplates, but is best known for his History
of British Birds, which includes amongst other delights, a woodcut of the Pied
Flycatcher, drawn from a specimen sent in by my great-great-great-great-grandfather,
the Rev. Ralph Brocklebank, Perpetual Curate of Corbridge-on-Tyne; see Aspects of
Heraldry, Number 23, 2009, page 32. (Picture above taken from Nature’s Engraver:
A Life of Thomas Bewick by Jenny Uglow, London 2006)
The rest of the book deals with the latest new “fractured shield” designs by Matt
Dent. He describes their genesis himself, and Kevin Clancy summarises the public
reaction to them. An essay by Stephen Raw on “The visual language of coins”
completes the main substance of the book, which is in itself a work of art, and worth
bringing to your attention for the sake of the few unusual dragon designs that it
contains.
CORRESPONDENCE
Brian Jeffs thinks he may drink too much beer, but he came across a brew called
Dragon Gold, made with sorghum by the Bard’s Tale Beer Company of Norwalk,
Connecticut, which he says is “rather sweet but not bad” and has an unusual emblem.
It would make a decorative brooch or pendant.
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NOT EXACTLY CHILD’S PLAY
This was the heading to a picture carried in The Daily Telegraph of Saturday 11
April, showing Katie Aldred with
the one-million-brick ice dragon
at Legoland Windsor. Largely
pale blue with darker blue
markings, red highlights and
green claws and
underpinnings, this dragon has at
least a dozen fierce ivorycoloured teeth in each jaw and is
a fine realization of an imaginary
creature.
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A LITTLE DRAGON FROM NEWCASTLE
Leslie Hodgson sent a picture of a small stonecarving on the Neo-Gothic memorial to Bishop
Arthur T. Lloyd (died 1907), in the Sanctuary, the
Cathedral Church of Saint Nicholas, Newcastleupon-Tyne. It is only a couple of inches high, and
appears to be a baby dragon biting its own tail
(right). However, later another picture taken from
a slightly different view-point somewhat to the left,
sent by Edward Mallinson, shows that in fact it is
biting its leg (below). This makes an interesting
departure from the usual Ouroboros pattern.

Later the Welsh dragon was promoted to the two pence coin, but then abandoned for
the Prince of Wales’ feathers, and the dragon had to wait until it appeared in a new
design on the one pound coin of 1995 (repeated for 2000) – see No 23.
The following essay by Sir Christopher Frayling deals with the Royal Mint
Advisory Committee, and illustrates an unused design by George Kruger Gray for the
1935 Crown coin (below) which gave way to the Percy Metcalfe design that we

BOOK REVIEW
DESIGNING CHANGE: THE ART OF
COIN DESIGN Edited by Kevin Clancy, A
Royal Mint publication (Llantrisant, 2008). This is
a beautiful production, covering the history of coin
design and then concentrating on the new coins
that are being introduced this year. Clive
Cheesman opens the batting with an essay on
heraldry and coinage in British history,
marvellously illustrated including some striking
but unused designs. He also deals sympathetically with the question of representing
Wales in the Royal Arms, with a suggestion not unlike our own (the picture he uses
to make this point has nothing to do with the coinage, but is so nice that it will appear
in a future number!). Next Catherine Eagleton writes about “Christopher Ironside
and the designs for the decimal coinage” and shows pictures of a proposed but
unused halfpenny reverse with a strange Welsh dragon and a couple of suggested
designs for the decimal 10 pence piece featuring St George and the Dragon:

showed on the cover of No 59. Also shown are the popular Irish Free State animal
coins also designed by Metcalfe, which incidentally (though not mentioned in this
book) inspired a set of designs for the reign of King Edward VIII that were of course
never issued, although the little wren did appear on the George VI farthing. And I
cannot resist mentioning the 2007 Two Pound coin reverse designed by Yvonne
Holton to mark the 300th anniversary of the Act of Union between England and
Scotland, with its ingenious jigsaw of rose, thistle and portcullis, even though it has
nothing to do with dracology (she is after all one of our members). (See next page).
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